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Introduction
Although the primary purpose of comedy is to make us laugh, it also at times serves as a vehicle
to address or comment upon societal issues. Historically, film and television executives have
assumed that audiences would not be receptive to socially-conscious programming, particularly
programming that comes with an African-American face. For instance, Herman Gray (1995)
argues that blackness and blacks “served to amuse and comfort culturally sanctioned notions of
whiteness, especially white superiority and paternalism (p. 75),” implying that African
Americans exist in a very limited capacity within the television world.

Interestingly, African Americans have mostly been relegated to the realm of comedy (and
musical performance) in their film and television representations. As a result, not only have these
representations carried a significant amount of weight within the overall scheme of African-
American images, but they have also led African Americans to seek more creative ways in which
to use comedy for purposes other than laughter. Quite possibly the success of Norman Lear’s
situation comedies from the 1970s and the success of blaxploitation cinema of that same era
forced executives to realize that there was a viable black audience willing not only to laugh at
itself but also willing to examine the social conditions surrounding them. Yet, at the heart of
these representations lie the legacies of the tom, the buck, the coon, the tragic mulatto, the
mammy, Sambo and Sapphire, as scholars such as Donald Bogle (1994) have documented.

Two beneficiaries of the renewed interest in black film and television programming are film
director Spike Lee and actor, comedian and scholar Dr. William H. “Bill” Cosby. In 1987, Cosby
and Lee created programs that dealt specifically with the black college experience. The Cosby
Show (1984) spin-off A Different World (1987) was initially meant as a star vehicle for Cosby
alumnus Lisa Bonét who played Denise Huxtable on the phenomenally successful series and her
experiences as she tried to adjust at a fictional black college. Lee’s film School Daze (1988)
came about with an idea of examining a fraternity on homecoming weekend at a fictional black
college. Both vehicles eventually became much more as they delved into the depths of black
experiences within the community. They also brought the awareness of the HBCU into the
entertainment mainstream and the general public. Though they both include many aspects of
these experiences, I will limit my discussion to the significance of the black female in School
Daze and A Different World. While Lee maybe unintentionally reduces his female characters to
caricatures within the context of the film, the women of A Different World bear the burden of
representing the depth of the black experience, more than likely a result of the leadership of
African-American female Debbie Allen, who gave the show a major makeover in its second
season and directed many episodes thereafter. Still both texts at some point address body image
as it affects African-American females through varying degrees and with different results.

Background: A Different World
The sitcom A Different World began as a spinoff of the hugely successful The Cosby Show,
which may have not only changed black representations on television but also representations of



the mythical middle class of the sitcom. During the show’s first season, Lisa Bonet as Denise
Huxtable was the central focus of the series. The show maintained its focus on Denise as she
adjusted to life at HBCU Hillman College. In essence, the Cosby Show audience was to follow
the popular Huxtable daughter to a college milieu, perhaps like the family that just happened to
be black. Although the show received decent ratings, this was primarily attributed to its
comfortable positioning between its lead-in The Cosby Show and its follow-up Cheers, both
consistently ratings winners for their network NBC. However, critics found plenty of fault with
the show and many people involved with the show were unhappy with it as well. Says executive
producer Susan Fales, “We were a coattail hit, but it was embarrassing. It was loathed by critics.
The show grew when it ceased to follow in ‘Cosby’s’ footsteps” (Adelson, 1991). To remedy
the problems with the show, the multi-talented Debbie Allen was brought in to produce and
direct the show. Her involvement did not simply give the show a “facelift.” As she says, “It
needed some real internal restructuring…. [There] were a lot of unhappy people on the program.
And the content of the show was not something that Carsey-Werner Productions or Bill Cosby
would be proud of two, three, five years down the line” (Hill, 1989, p. Y08). She began the
overhaul by talking to the cast and crew and discovered there was a major morale problem.
Furthermore, the show’s star, Bonét, was destined to leave because of her pregnancy, but she, too,
was unhappy with the show.

After examining the entire first season, Allen also found that the show’s actual content was
problematic. She felt that the topics of discussion were not adequate to appeal to the level of
intelligence of college students. So she drew upon her own experience as a student of historically
black Howard University: When Ms. Allen replaced former White producer Anne Beatts, the
show was in shambles and the cast was unhappy. After studying previous shows, she blamed
White scripts which were written for Black characters.

“I’m a graduate of a Black college so I have lived what Hillman is all about and it’s not
about that high school stuff they were dealing with,” she remarked. “College life is about
young adults coming of age; about their intellectual, political and sexual maturity, and
none of that was being dealt with.” In other words, the show was too White (emphasis
added, Anonymous, 1992, p. 59).

In effect, Allen frequently incorporated issue-oriented shows dealing with subjects such as
apartheid, date rape, the AIDS epidemic, censorship, the Persian Gulf War and the L.A. uprisings.
Toward the end of its life, A Different World was the number one show among black viewers
before ending its six-season run in 1993. Also quite significant to the show was the attention
paid to its female characters. Not surprising since the show began focused on one female
character, the focus shifted to another female character, Whitley Gilbert (portrayed by Jasmine
Guy), when the show underwent its overhaul. Denise’s former roommate Jaleesa Vincent (Dawn
Lewis, who co-wrote the show’s theme song) also became more prominent and two new female
characters were added to the cast: Kimberly Reese (Charnele Brown) and Freddie Brooks (Cree
Summer).1 Physical appearance was key to these characters’ presentations. Says Allen, “I …
changed the makeup and hairstyles. I wanted the women students to look fresh. They looked too
much like starlets in Hollywood. I wanted them to be more like real people” (Buck, 1989, p. 7D).

1 Karen Malina White, Ajai Sanders and Jada Pinkett (Smith) all became regular cast members during the show’s
last season. Besides Kadeem Hardison and Daryl M. Bell, the only other regular male cast members were older
authority figures (Lou Myers and Glynn Turman) and other male students only appeared as recurring characters.



Implied in Allen’s statement is that the women followed a standard set by Hollywood starlets
such as Lena Horne and Dorothy Dandridge whose light skin ironically allowed them to get into
Hollywood but kept them from attaining the same star status as their white contemporaries. Yet,
darker women were virtually absent from any type of representation that was not subservient or
demeaning, much less objects of beauty or desire. Pamela Johnson of Essence magazine states it
a little more bluntly:

When she [Allen] took over A Different World last season—the previous director left
after the first season—Allen went on the warpath against hair weaves, false eyelashes and
colored contact lenses. “I said, ‘Look at yourselves, you’re beautiful. Nobody here’s
playing Rapunzel.’ They realized they didn’t need all that stuff.” She aimed to make the
show more topical, more intelligent and more of a collaborative effort” (p. 64).

Although there was a conscious effort to make the women look more like “real people,” it is still
telling that there were never equal numbers of dark- and light-skinned actresses. Interestingly,
when Bonét left, Guy became the lead female in the series, even replacing Bonét as the love
interest of male lead Kadeem Hardison.

Background: School Daze
Spike Lee first gained national recognition with the success of his first feature-length film She’s
Gotta Have It (1986). School Daze was his second film, inspired by his experiences as a student
at a black college, Morehouse. His first intentions for the film centered solely on the exploits of
the fictional Gamma Phi Gamma fraternity during Homecoming weekend. The story eventually
evolved into an exploration of intraclass conflict within the black community.

Interestingly, Lee depicts these conflicts within a gendered frame placing most of the burden
of representation on the male characters. In fact, it appears that the prominent storylines
involving the females came as an afterthought since they mostly appear within the musical
portions of the film or as decorative counterparts to the males. Of the film, Lee states, “This film
is about our existence, about being Black in White America, and to me there is nothing more
important than that” (emphasis in original, Anonymous, 1988, p. 174). Ultimately the black
experience becomes the black male experience as the black female existence is dependent upon
the male’s existence. His film comes after the 1970s Black Power Movement that became more
about black masculinity than black equality and right as black culture was about to explode into
the mainstream with the next wave of blaxploitation films and rap music.

Still, Lee’s lack of attention to and depth of his female characters is quite surprising given
that he built his career upon his view of the “liberated” black female. Furthermore, much of the
criticism of the film centers on the portrayal of the male fraternities. Lee was not allowed to film
on the campus of his alma mater Morehouse when then-president Hugh Gloster heard rumors
about the film’s content. Lee refused to show Gloster the script and subsequently shot the
remainder of the film on Atlanta University’s campus.

It was also noted that the focus on class conflict would be controversial. Interestingly, this
conflict is played out through the bodies of the black women though the men are polarized as
well, though not strictly by skin color.2 Lee’s description of the class division is telling: “Girls
who were light-skinned and had long hair were the ones everyone wanted. The light-skinned
guys, the pretty boys with the green and blue eyes and the wavy hair, were the ones women

2 The Wannabes have one dark-skinned woman among them also.



wanted” (Moore, 1988, p. 29). The article goes on to discuss other issues addressed in the film
but still only discusses the women in terms of their heterosexual relationships with the men:
“The Gamma brothers’ female counterparts are the Gamma Rays, 12 blue-eyed, light-skinned
women with long hair whose main goal in life is to stand by their men…. They’re on a collision
course with Mission’s socially conscious, darker-skinned co-eds…” (emphasis added, Moore,
1988, p. 31). Cultural critic Michelle Wallace, however, asks what kind of education can black
female audiences receive from this film “pointedly devoid of classrooms, professors and all the
appurtances of study” (Wallace, 1988, p. 801).

This is not to romanticize the politics of A Different World while condemning those of
School Daze. One should consider that these works exist in very different media contexts, which
affect how each is conceived and executed. Also, the television show had a strong female
presence behind the camera as well as in front of it that dictated how the female characters were
treated. It is also possible that different audiences were under consideration for each project. In
television, black women have frequently been used to target crossover audiences with firsts in
Beulah (1950) and Julia (1968). Black men have usually had a stronger presence behind the
scenes in film, forerunning the blaxploitation explosion known for creating cartoonish
caricatures of black womanhood. However, for the television show, at least one episode,
“Mammy Dearest,” dealt exclusively with the issue of body image from a black female
perspective and allowed the female to reclaim and define her own body and beauty. Within an
entire film about the black experience at a black college, the women do not define themselves on
their own terms.

But the film does provide one specific moment, “Straight and Nappy,” that illustrates the
class conflict among black women along color lines and hair texture.
Furthermore, the light-skinned Gamma Rays have a separate musical performance as a girl group.

Reclaiming Aunt Jemima
The episode “Mammy Dearest” first aired December 5, 1991, and was produced and directed by
Debbie Allen. The show begins with a typical scenario of male and female heterosexual
courtship. Resident director Whitley Gilbert has not come out of her room for a week after a
traumatic breakup with fiancé Dwayne Wayne. She finally emerges dressed as “a disco babe
from Zimbabwe” to begin preparations for a dorm dedication ceremony honoring black women
in American society. She is in charge of the art exhibit and Kim Reese is in charge of auditions.

While explaining the significance of sisterhood, she places black and white portraits of
famous black women such as Phyllis Wheatley, Angela Davis, Toni Morrison, Leontyne Price,
Marian Anderson and Maya Angelou on easels. At the end of her speech, Whitley places a color
painting of Mammy on the easel and reveals a group of ceramic mammy dolls, which
immediately causes dissent among the present residents Kim, Freddie Brooks, Gina Devereaux
(Ajai Sanders) and Lena James (Jada Pinkett Smith). “From Mammy to Modern Times” is the
name of her exhibit.

Gina, who mostly functions as comic relief throughout this episode and during her run in the
series, feels the issue is irrelevant. Kim and Lena are set against including Mammy in the
exhibition. Whitley and Freddie (interestingly both portrayed by mixed race actresses with light
skin) want to include Mammy, as she is a part of black women’s legacy in this country. They try
to convince the others that they should reappropriate Mammy’s image. Lena feels that Mammy
is a racist stereotype, period. Whitley chalks up the animosity of including Mammy to her
opposition’s lack of knowledge of history. In effect, she sends Lena to her family-sponsored



archives. Kim asks Whitley not to display Mammy in the exhibit. When Whitley refuses, Kim
quits her position coordinating the talent. Later, Lena finds in her research at the Gilbert
Archives that Whitley’s great-grandfather owned slaves and confronts Whitley with the
information. At the student hangout the Pit closes, Kim and her boss Mr. Gaines (Lou Myers)
discuss Kim’s recent tension. However, Mr. Gaines places a ceramic Mammy on the counter and
Kim tearfully recounts a painful childhood memory. For a Halloween costume contest, she
dressed herself as a Nubian Princess, but she won the prize as Aunt Jemima. The real
embarrassment to her is that she smiled and accepted the prize:

Kim: I hate these things! [gestures at the ceramic Mammy]. You know what I want to say
to Whitley? “It’s easy for you. Who does this look like—me or you?”
Mr. Gaines: This what you think you look like?
(audience laughter)…
Kim: Mr. Gaines, when I was a little girl, Halloween used to be my favorite holiday. One
year, I wore gold earrings, a beautiful scarf and a flowing skirt. I was a Nubian Princess.
And there was this costume contest in my grade school and I really wanted to win… and
I did. And I was so proud when they called my name. [voice begins to break] And I went
up on stage and as they were handing me a silver dollar the principal announced, “First
prize to Kimberly Reese as Aunt Jemima.” You know, the worst part is, Mr. Gaines, I
just took the silver dollar and smiled. I guess that’s how people see me.
Mr. Gaines: Well how do you see yourself?
Kim: I don’t know. I look in the mirror and I see Kimberly Reese always getting straight
A’s, always polite, always smiling, but that’s not me. It’s a mask.
Mr. Gaines: Do you know why Mammy is smiling? Huh? Because she knows the
treasure that she’s got inside. My great-great grandmother was a Mammy. Strong, full of
love. Yeah, kept the family together. Now that’s nothing to be ashamed of. You should
be proud. You know what I see when I look at you? I see a beautiful Nubian Princess
from Columbus, Ohio (Allen, 1992).

Kim’s experience illustrates the role others play in providing a mirror in which we see ourselves.
It is not known whether the principal and/or judges of the contest were black or white, but this
detail may not be very significant as blacks have internalized Eurocentric notions of blackness
and beauty.

The show’s climax appears during the dedication ceremony. As the mistress of ceremonies,
Lena explains that they had a problem with Mammy but decided she was an important part of the
ceremony. She dedicates the ceremony to Whitley who tries to leave because she feels she does
not belong upon learning her family history. It is Mr. Gaines who tells her that everyone in the
African-American rainbow is pretty and belongs. The ceremony begins with men in rag and
Afrocentric clothing playing instruments while Gina recites Paul Laurence Dunbar’s “We Wear
the Mask.” Kim stands behind her dressed as Mammy, most readily referenced as Hattie
McDaniel’s portrayal in Gone with the Wind, and steps up to sing “Dixie.” She gives birth to a
black-faced Freddie as pickaninny, who comically sings “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad.”
She then gives birth to Lena, a dancer in the style of Josephine Baker, who is joined on stage by
other dancers, and they dance to a rapid conga drum beat. Two males begin to strip Kim of her
Mammy costume to show the artwork inside the cloth and also to reveal Kim as a slender figure



dressed in black. At this point, she steps into the foreground and recites Nikki Giovanni’s “Ego
Tripping”:

I was born in the congo
I walked to the fertile crescent and built
the sphinx
I designed a pyramid so tough that a star
that only grows every one hundred years
falls
into the center giving divine perfect light
I am bad… (qtd. in Allen, 1992)

While she recites the poem, Freddie, Lena and the others re-adorn Kim with the former Mammy
costume except they make her rags into robes and a crown, effectively re-appropriating Mammy
as a Nubian Princess/Queen. After the performance, Kim reconciles with Whitley and the show
ends with the camera closing in on the portrait of Mammy among the other great black women.

The dynamics of this episode play out in interesting ways because of which characters
express what sentiments. It is significant that the Mammy struggle takes place between the light-
skinned Whitley and the dark-skinned Kim not only because of the skin color issue but also
because over the course of five years, the once roommates who butted heads became best friends,
illustrating a bond that crossed class and skin color lines. These two characters at various times
present an interesting dichotomy of the spoiled, pampered, rich student who has had everything
in life handed to her (Whitley) and the working class, overworked student who has to work twice
as hard as everyone else to stay in school (Kim). However, although it is implied, the show never
explicitly connects skin color to class position. Furthermore, it is also significant that Mr. Gaines,
a figure of history, community and solidarity who does not come with/from privilege, is the one
to assure Kim not only that Mammy is not simply a racist stereotype but also that Kim is a
beautiful Nubian Princess. Throughout the series, Mr. Gaines served as a father figure to Kim
even loaning her money when she declined a scholarship for ethical reasons. In his defense of
Mammy, he explains that some people forget the folklore. These three characters, Kim, Whitley
and Mr. Gaines, are at the very center of the conflict and resolution. After Kim tells Whitley that
Mammy is an “ugly untruth,” she tells Mr. Gaines that it is easy for Whitley to not see the very
real damage that Mammy’s image has had for her.

Kim’s reconciliation with the character Ron Johnson (Darryl M. Bell) has a different
function. Throughout the series, Ron is a commitment-shy womanizer and straight-laced Kim
not only is not his type but also rather repulsed by him. However, at least twice during the
performance, Ron is shown gazing admiringly at Kim. He stops her after the performance and
pretends to engage her in a round of the dozens:

Ron: Kimberly Reese, your mother…
Kim: Don’t talk about my mother, Ron.
Ron: Your mother’s daughter is so beautiful, Ron Johnson is speechless (Allen, 1992).

The two kiss and embrace in a hug, foreshadowing the romantic union between the two that
occurs later in the series. Also, in a subtle act of re-appropriation, Ron turns the dozens into a
sincere gesture of admiration rather than an insult. Like with other episodes dealing with issues



of domestic violence, date rape and such, the men are included in the conversation. Earlier in the
episode, Dwayne Wayne (Kadeem Hardison) is also trying to cope with his breakup with
Whitley. In order to lift his spirits, his best friend Ron engages Dwayne in a round of the dozens.
Kim, who works in the Pit, overhears and yells at the men that their game is not funny. Mr.
Gaines tells Dwayne and Ron that if they knew where the dozens came from, they would not
want to play it. This scene dissolves into the next to find Lena and Gina reading historical
documents explaining the origins of the dozens. Reading from a book, Lena finds that slaves
considered to be of poor quality were sold by the dozen.3 So not only does Ron rework (perhaps
reappropriates) a legacy also left by slavery, by focusing on Ron watching Kim, the viewer is
positioned in seeing Kim as an object of desire, legitimizing Kim as beautiful and worthy of
heterosexual love as shown by their kiss. Ironically, Ron, like Whitley, is also a light-skinned
character from a wealthy family.

The historical legacy of slavery is used twice to address intraracial conflict within the black
community. Interestingly, Whitley is part of both these conflicts. She is the benefactress of the
unspoken preference for lighter-skin black women, one who does not know what it is like to be
called Aunt Jemima. She is also part of the black elite and learns that this is partly due to the
exploitation of the black poor. She is usually naïve where class is concerned. However, Whitley
is a proud black woman and disturbed to learn that her great-grandfather owned more than 100
slaves. The revelation leaves her embarrassed and ashamed and she comically goes about trying
to make amends, including trying to bribe Lena with a bracelet to keep quiet about the
information. She begins to doubt her legitimacy as part of the black community in that she
cannot justify blacks owning other blacks, giving voice to the position of the black elite in
articulating social and cultural history. Interestingly, it is also Mr. Gaines, who must let Whitley
know that she is as much a part of the black community no matter what her ancestors did. For
Whitley, he explains the other side of blacks buying slaves. Mr. Gaines stops her from leaving
the ceremony:

Mr. Gaines: Ms. Gilbert, where are you going? This performance is dedicated to you.
Whitley: I… I can’t stay Mr. Gaines. I don’t really belong here. I’m not one of the sisters.
Mr. Gaines: What are you talking about?
Whitley: I found out that my great-granddaddy used to own slaves. And I don’t know
how any black person can justify the enslavement of other black people.
Mr. Gaines: Well, I’ve heard about black men who were rich enough to buy back their
own wives and children, but that’s your ancestors, not you. I’m sick of all this talk about
this color and that color and who did what to who when. Now, just look at the people in
this room. It’s a rainbow of colors and the entire rainbow is pretty. Now, just look (Allen,
1992).

3 Robin Kelley (1997) discusses “the dozens” in-depth in his book Yo’ Mama’s Disfunktional!: “[Virtually] all
leading anthropologists, sociologists, and linguists agree that it is a black male form of ‘ritual insult,’ a verbal
contest involving any number of young black men who compete by talking about each other’s mama. There is less
agreement, however, about how to interpret the sociological and psychological significance of the dozens…. The
amazing thing about the sociological and ethnographic scholarship on the dozens… is the consistency with which it
repeats the same errors. For one, the almost universal assertion that the dozens is a “ritual” empowers the
ethnographer to select what appears to be more formalized verbal exchanges (e.g., rhyming couplets) and ascribe
them greater ‘authenticity’ than other forms of playful conversation” (p. 32).



Of course, such an explanation falls in line with cinematic and televisual happy endings, but such
is the design of a half-hour program. Whitley, Kim and Mr. Gaines all serve symbolically to
connect the past to the present: Mr. Gaines represents the older generation who must remind the
younger of history and endow them with the richness of the culture but comes close to
minimizing the very real consequences history has left; Whitley reveals an ugly part of this
history but nonetheless crucial in understanding the present; and Kim bears the burden of
psychological damage done to the black female image but reappropriates Mammy as the mother
of black representation.

Talkin’ About Good & Bad Hair
The film School Daze opened February 12, 1988. It takes place during Homecoming weekend at
the fictional HBCU Mission College. Political activist Vaughn, aka Dap (Laurence Fishburne),
leads various movements in order to get the school to divest its ties to apartheid South Africa.
Meanwhile, his cousin Half-Pint (Spike Lee) is in the final stages of pledging to the elite
fraternity Gamma Phi Gamma. Unfortunately, Dap has a painful history with Gamma leader
Julian, Dean Big Brother Almighty (Giancarlo Esposito), the implication being that the two were
friends before Julian pledged and subsequently “changed.” Dap and his circle of friends, Da
Fellas, are constantly at odds with the elite Gammas and find themselves in conflict with the
locals. These conflicts play themselves out in various ways throughout the film. Amidst the
conflicts, the students participate in other Homecoming activities such as the coronation
ceremony, the football game and the (unformal) dance.

After the fights and other shenanigans (i.e., hazing) of the college students, the pledges are
inducted as members of the fraternity. However, Half-Pint becomes an overzealous “Gamma
man,” causing a permanent rift between himself and Dap. In the end, a reconciliation occurs
between Dap and Julian. Dap’s final words to his fellow students and the viewing audience are
“Wake up,” presumably to the damage we as African Americans continue to inflict upon each
other.

Within the first half hour of the film, we see the confrontation between the female characters.
It manifests itself in a musical performance that serves a different function from the performance
in A Different World. The musical interlude “Straight and Nappy” is the only musical sequence
that breaks the narrative continuity instead of integrating into it. It actually stands in isolation
from the main plot of the film. It does not provide a line from other scenes, connecting the
various characters to this one moment as the construction of “Mammy Dearest” had. The scene
begins with an unexpected confrontation between the Jigaboos and the Wannabes.4 Although all
the women take place in the confrontation, Rachel (Kyme) is singled out as the leader of the
Jigaboos and the blonde Jane (Tisha Campbell) is quite clearly the alpha Gamma Ray, i.e. the
Wannabes. Both groups are traveling in large numbers, and each group blocks the path of the
other. Almost immediately, they begin to trade insults including “tarbaby,” “jigaboo,”
“pickanniny,” “Barbie doll,” “wanna-be-white,” and “high yellow heifer.” Then without reason
or explanation, the women are transplanted to Madame Re-Re’s Beauty Salon, clamoring to get
in. They then perform the song and dance number “Straight & Nappy.” Interestingly, this fight is
signaled in the hallway when Jane casually tosses and flips her hair, prompting disgusted gasps
and an exclamation of “It ain’t real,” to which she replies, “You wish you had hair like this.”

4 It is interesting that the women are given these derogatory descriptives, not generic names such as the Gammas
and Da Fellas. However, the Wannabes are also known officially as the Gamma Rays while the Jigaboos have no
official name or organization.



The song lyrics further emphasize the insults the women traded earlier in the dorm hallway.
The Wannabes, donning large black and silver sweatshirts with a big “W” over their spandex
outfits, praise their hair and subsequent physical attractiveness due to their long, straight hair.
The Jigs, donning similar red and blue sweatshirts with a big “J” over spandex, emphasize the
Wannabes’ falseness and their own black pride. At one point, the Wannabes don masks of Hattie
McDaniel while singing, “You’re just a jigaboo trying to find something to do.” Similarly, the
Jigs wear masks of Vivian Leigh5 singing, “You’re just a wannabe, wannabe better than me.”
They repeat the refrains

Wannabes: Well you got cockle burrs
Standing all over your head
Jigaboos: Well, you got sandy spurs
Rather have mine instead (Lee, 1988).

They chase each other around the salon and taunt each other. The Jigs pull hair, wear wild,
colorful wigs and mock the Wannabes’ air of superiority. And in the grand finale, the women
actually intermingle and sing the last few notes as a united chorus, “Go on and swear, see if I
care, good and bad hair.” Ironically, these lines suggest a common indifference to the issue,
reemphasizing the absurdness of the “fight.”

However, this utopian ending abruptly returns to the hallway with a close-up of Rachel and
Jane staring each other down and the women are still divided. It should first be noted that Lee’s
intention was to highlight the absurdity and meaninglessness of the skin color and hair issues
these women fight about. In doing so, the women express the conflict within a musical
performance, which perfectly lends itself to the absurdity of this fight. Except for the minute-
long confrontation that takes place immediately before in the hallway (which is actually the same
confrontation as the music performance), the women never have another significant moment in
which they as oppositional forces are in conversation with each other because they only exist in
relationship to the men.

They remain separated for the remainder of the film. In fact, the “Straight and Nappy”
scene does not make a real contribution to the narrative. Lee probably added the scene when he
felt that the original script was too narrow:

“Homecoming” was the basic skeleton of School Daze. It had all of the same characters
except that there wasn’t any music and it was practically all about Gamma Phi Gamma.
The first script (however) was too small-minded—a thing between students and a
fraternity. There had to be something bigger than that, so we wanted to make it about the
haves and havenots— the light-skinned blacks versus the dark-skinned blacks, the
Wannabees versus the Jigs. It gives the story more depth and makes it a better film
because you’re talking about something that has meaning (Lee, 2000).

It seems that Lee’s intention, then, was to include substantial material for the female characters,
but, within the context of the film, he falls flat. Lee does not connect this performance to the rest
of the film or the historical context in which he frames male struggles. In fact he upholds this

5 It is interesting that the chosen masks both come from the same film, Gone with the Wind (1939), that starkly
contrasted the image of the black mammy with the ideal of white womanhood via Hattie McDaniel and Vivien
Leigh, respectively.



system of color caste and gender subjugation in tact. The opening sequence of the film illustrates
various aspects of African and African-American struggles in this country, but this struggle is
quickly related in terms of masculinity, specifically black manhood. The female characters
become defined in terms of their relationship with the male characters.

Furthermore, the “Straight and Nappy” scene manages to fetishize the black female body.
During the musical interlude of the song, most of the women remove their sweatshirts to reveal
midriff-baring tank tops and dance in ways that emphasize their backsides in their curve-hugging
spandex outfits. (Of course, the most famous music performance is E.U.’s “Da Butt,” which
features close-ups of male and female backsides clad in swimsuits.) Black female sexuality is
also used in other areas in the film. As it happens, Jane is coronation queen with three of the
Gamma Rays completing her court. These women perform a romantic ballad expressing
heterosexual desire, “Be Alone Tonight.” As they are the only females who have their own
musical number, they are ideal black femininity, the girl group. Interestingly, Dap at one point
stands in front of a poster in his room advertising the long-running musical Dreamgirls about the
rise and fall of a black girl group, making this idea of the girl group as ideal female
representation even stronger.

Furthermore, Jane gets an extreme close-up as she coos a line of the song into the camera,
“Boy, you know I love you,” inviting the viewer to fetishize her dyed blonde hair, seemingly
false eyelashes and blue contact lenses. Even after ridiculing the falseness of the Wannabes, Lee
presents the girl group as the most desirable women in the most common context of ideal black
femininity. On the one hand, Lee could also be critiquing this image as the ideal of black
femininity, but given the context that gives these women no real voice, it is unlikely that this was
intended to be a critique. However, it is also possible that given how ingrained these standards of
idealized Black femininity are in the collective psyche, Lee’s presentation of the girl group as
ideal may have been unintentional.

It should also be noted that Jane alone represents exoticism and eroticism as an object of
desire and spectacle. In a sex scene with her boyfriend, Gamma leader Julian, her actions and
body are emphasized, particularly as she licks the branded symbols of Gamma Phi Gamma that
cover his body illustrating her fetishism not only of Julian but also of Gamma Phi Gamma. It is
interesting that the scene uses soft lighting and a horn-driven jazz score, heightening the erotic
experience of the moment. In contrast, an earlier sex scene between Dap and Rachel is couched
in darkness and shadows while a romantic Stevie Wonder-penned R&B ballad underscores the
action.6 So it is telling that sex between the dark-skinned couple is romanticized but nearly
literally hidden in darkness while sex with the light-skinned couple is eroticized. Julian later uses
and abuses Jane’s affections. She and the other Gamma Rays are always seen in service of the
Gammas, eagerly planning parties for them, picking up after them and being cheerleaders for the
pledges. Jane most explicitly illustrates the women’s function as the men’s property when she is
forced to have sex with neophyte Half-Pint as a show of her “devotion” to Gamma Phi Gamma
and Julian. The scene looks frighteningly like a gang rape as she is made to go inside the
designated “Bone Room,” literally decorated with the female body, while the rest of the
fraternity brothers wait outside. However, her abuse is minimized since she complies.

Although the film ultimately fails to include progressive black female representation, the
“Straight and Nappy” scene is indeed more explicitly comical than many other scenes. The
women’s highly stylized and choreographed “fighting” is utterly ridiculous, perfectly

6 The scene is also spliced with scenes of the crowning ceremony for the homecoming queen and the performance of
the song. Julian and Jane’s scene has no such interruptions.



commenting on the futileness of their conflict—and no one wins. The surreal setting of the
beauty shop and setting up of the surreal transplantation of the females lend itself to the absurdity
of the conflict between to two groups.

Furthermore, class conflict only implies color preference since the song is about hair length
and texture. How do we address the dark-skinned Tyra Ferrell as a Wannabe? Lee says

It would be too clichéd if we didn’t stick somebody dark-skinned in there. It’s never that
delineated where everybody dark is on one side and everybody light is on the other. A lot
of times it’s the light-skinned women who are more revolutionary, because their [sic]
trying to compensate. On the other hand, you have a sister who’s blue-black, and she’s
going the other way. The whole thing really comes down to self-hatred. It’s exemplified
by the weaves, the nose jobs, the blue and green contact lenses and, to some extent, hair
straightening. This racism thing is down to a science. They make us hate ourselves, and
then they make money off that self-hatred. Can you get more vicious than that? (B. Allen,
1988, p. 130)

Like Jane’s complicity in having sex with Half-Pint, the fact that the women perpetuate the
ideals of black femininity as either the beautiful light-skinned black woman or the strong dark-
skinned black woman minimizes the “self-hatred” of which Lee speaks.

Also, it is possible that the catchy song and clever choreography might also downplay the
seriousness of the issue at hand. For instance, none of the confrontations between the males, save
the step show,7 involve a musical or dance performance. Their conflicts are presented poignantly
and are crucial to the movement of the narrative. The abruptness with which the “Straight &
Nappy” scene is presented in the narrative is jarring and disconnected. The utopian grand finale
of the musical gives the impression of closure and that the whole conflict is not real or has no
real repercussions. Then the conflict is further overturned with the Gamma Rays’ performance
establishing them as the “real” or wanted women. Lee does not place this conflict within a clear
historical context and therefore the women cannot reclaim or reconcile the historical baggage
that lies at the root of the whole problem. The opening photo montage emphasizes a struggle for
Black identity as the struggle for Black masculine identity. Overall, the musical sequences
reinforce the woman’s function to be watched, not as someone shaking the binds of historical
representation and conflict.

Discussion & Conclusion
In her critique of She’s Gotta Have It and School Daze, Michelle Wallace (1988) describes her
experience after watching School Daze twice in a Brooklyn theater. In the theater’s bathroom,
she observed other black women who had also seen the film. One woman described as dark
brown skin with short blond hair and a fall attached to a headband adjusted her hair in the mirror
while two other women hummed and sang “Da Butt.” She says

I couldn’t figure out how this woman could fail to see a relationship between her
dilemma and the film she’d just seen. Did she resent Jane, identify with her, or perhaps a
little bit of both? Moreover, I had the uneasy suspicion that the blond hairpiece and the

7 Da Fellas disrupt the Gammas’ routine with a parody routine ridiculing the Gammas. The Gammas actually watch
with no interference—until one of Da Fellas grabs at a Gamma Ray in which a fight breaks out among the men.



blond dye had something to do with that curious process by which black female
frustration becomes black female fashion. Which leads me to wonder: Can black women
survive another dose of “Black Pride”? (emphasis added, Wallace, 1988, 803).

Wallace’s words point to the Black Power movement that became a celebration of black
masculinity while pushing issues of black femininity to the background, a very appropriate
sentiment given the content and context of the film. She also points again to black female
complicity in maintaining the struggle to attain that idealized black femininity, often with the
ends of attracting black men. But with no real deconstruction of the historical and social
constructions that cause the contradiction of this struggle, Black women have no outlet in which
to let go of binds of self-hatred.

It seems that although Lee ridicules the falseness of the blue-eyed Gamma Rays, they are
still positioned as the ideal of black femininity, particularly since the “black women in white
women’s drag” are the ones with a special showcase. Jane, specifically, is the only one to get an
extreme close-up shot, inviting viewers to share her desire and to desire her. The closest her
opposition, Rachel, comes is to stand in a long shot in a lit hallway outside of Dap’s dorm
room—before she goes in to have sex with him. Lubiano (1991) states brilliantly that in this film,
which, “unfortunately and myopically, presents aesthetics as formal matters of physical
appearance in which women only participate,” men do and women show:

School Daze is incapable of making the connection between what the men do and what
they are showing as their aesthetics, and the film is incapable of showing that women do
anything other than look like components of male aesthetics. The film is allowed its
specificity, but it could have chosen to self-consciously represent male constructions of
aesthetics; there is work to be done in this area. Still School Daze, while not recognizing
its own attitude toward the gendering of its discussion of aesthetics, does make the issue
available for critique” (emphasis in original, p. 276).

Although the black female body is used to critique the class conflict in the black community, it is
largely done in terms of which black female bodies black men desire. After all, the first lines in
the first verse of “Straight and Nappy” sung by Jane are, “Don’t you wish you had hair like this?
Then the boys would give you a kiss” (Lee, 1988). Interestingly, the Jig’s more direct attack
upon the Wannabe’s mindset implies that they may not be as desirable to black males (unless
they are as politically aware as Dap) and more authentically black. But they are not defined in
terms of their own physical attractiveness. This bears a repetition of an already quoted
explanation: “The Gamma brothers’ female counterparts are the Gamma Rays, 12 blue-eyed,
light-skinned women with long hair whose main goal in life is to stand by their men…. They’re
on a collision course with Mission’s socially conscious, darker-skinned co-eds…” (emphasis
added, Moore, 1988, p. 31). On the one hand, there are the strong black women who are not
recognized as beautiful; on the other hand, the recognized beautiful black women are not
developed as particularly strong. Apparently, black women are not allowed to simultaneously be
both.

“Mammy Dearest” was practically the only episode in the entire series of A Different World
that dealt so explicitly with body image though the show frequently tackled subjects steeped in
social, historical and cultural context. As Herman Gray argues (1995), the show raised questions
concerning the diversity of black culture through subject matter as well as characters. Of this



particular episode, he explains that the show tackles an important topic not just through plot or
one character. Furthermore, the figure of Kim is vital to the episode’s meaning. Through her, the
viewer sees the complex ways in which black women’s bodies are constantly at the intersection
of race, class and gender both inter- and intra-racially:

Through the characters of Kim, Mr. Gaines, and Whitley, the episode effectively challenges
totalizing and narrow notions of blackness by inserting difference into contemporary and historic
discourses. By revealing the deep injuries and pain visited on Kim because of her dark
complexion, the narrative quite aggressively recuperates and repositions Kim (especially vis-à-
vis fairer-skinned characters such as Whitley and Freddie), with her dark skin, as a
personification of beauty. The show reaches this point by way of a brief but insightful (again, for
television) tour through the history of color coding, privilege, and subordination within blackness
on the basis of skin color” (Gray 1995, p. 109).

As Gray explains, this episode provides a more complex historical and social context than
the film School Daze provides. The show itself (in any episode) did not really deviate from the
stasis, conflict, resolution, stasis format of the sitcom. But the show’s mostly female staff
managed to provide many subversive moments for its black characters, particularly its black
females. Also, the episode does not privilege Guy as Whitley [who ironically appears in School
Daze as a Wannabe along with costars Hardison and Bell who appeared as a Fella and a Gamma,
respectively], but it also does not condemn her. In fact, it is Kim who tells Whitley that along
with Nikki Giovanni’s poem and Mr. Gaines insight, Whitley is an inspiration for re-
appropriating Mammy.

Whitley is something akin to the tragic mulatto but is ultimately more of a flawed person
with the ability to overcome her flaws. So maybe in one small way, Whitley’s character subtlely
re-appropriates this stereotype as well. However, she began in the series as the pampered
Southern Belle and an adversary to the Denise Huxtable character. After Bonét’s departure, she
had to fill Denise’s shoes, which probably allowed the development of her character.

Perhaps the show was a bit too subversive in terms of its female characters. Now in the
midst of the DVD boom of past sitcoms, A Different World has yet to become available for
purchase. Furthermore, the producers of the sitcom prided themselves on the show’s appeal to
black audiences. School Daze, on the other hand, sought a crossover audience and acknowledges
the influence of the film’s financial backers on making the film. So it is fascinating that the
specifically black-oriented medium managed to present progressive representations of black
womanhood while the stronger potential crossover medium featured very regressive images of
black women.

As a child, I was well aware of both A Different World and Spike Lee. I watched the show
on a regular basis during its run and remember it very fondly. However, I’d never seen the
“Mammy Dearest” episode until recently when the show temporarily found new life in reruns on
the Oxygen network. Besides music video, I cannot recall any other spaces within the realm of
television that so blatantly confronted the color bias black women have endured for years. (The
possible exception is the Alex Haley miniseries Mama Flora’s Family, but it was not a long-
running series.) As someone who intentionally seeks out diverse representations of black women,
I was extremely grateful to find this episode. Likewise, I saw the film School Daze shortly after
its release to video. Needless to say, I did not have a very clear or critical understanding of the
content, but I was very familiar with the song “Da Butt,” as it was very popular at the time. I also
remember that there was a certain excitement surrounding the film and the “Straight and Nappy”
scene; I enjoyed the upbeat, jazzy music and was particularly struck by the line “Don't you ever



worry ‘bout that ‘cause I don't mind being BLACK.” Looking back on both these programs more
than 15 years later, I realize that I missed the cultural relevance of A Different World during its
time and that I am very disappointed with the female representation in School Daze. However, I
agree with Lubiano in that the film lends itself to a critique of Lee’s gendered attitude.
Unfortunately, there currently seems to be a huge regression in black female representation in
television and film with the only lead black female characters relegated to the marginalized netlet
UPN, now the CW.8 But if we look closely, we may find some moments of progression through
all the clutter and noise.

8 UPN, now CW, is the only network on television that features black female-led casts. One sitcom, Girlfriends
(2000-2008), features a character that comes closest to offering a critique of ideal black femininity, Toni Childs
(portrayed by Jill Marie Jones). Toni is Black Barbie come to life with an obsession with “good hair” and an
hourglass figure. It is left to question whether she is a real critique of or a final blow to the appropriation of
Eurocentric beauty values. Quite possibly she is both with her self-acknowledged shallowness and character flaws.
In an early episode of the series, she relates the painful experience of growing up as a dark-skinned girl in a society
that values lighter hues to her best friend Joan Clayton (portrayed by Tracy Ellis Ross). However, unlike Kimberly
Reese in A Different World, her revelation does not lead to acceptance or reappropriation, so neither the characters
nor the viewers are challenged to rethink or criticize the source of Toni’s conflict.
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